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the city’s former churchyard burial ground now
today’s Wilhelmplatz, has an almost parklike
character. The remaining tree population of the
more than one hundred year old avenue of sycamores, is listed as a historical monument and
provides a truly green oasis. The Jewish cemetery was affected by Offenbach’s growth in the
course of industrialization when it had to be relocated to enable the laying of railroad tracks.
A memorial stone recalls a tragic accident at the
Gerbermühle lock that ended what should have
been a happy school outing. Many aspects of
the changing city can be traced and experienced
by means of an almost endless variety of stories
and the examination of remaining artifacts. Also
the soil at the Old Cemetery deserves special
attention because its composition contains the
same constituents as the old wetlands which
preceded it, spreading out from Offenbach’s
riverbanks. The name ‘Offenbach’ according to

HIDDEN VIEW

PLACES
OF THE EXHIBITIONS

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

01
OLD CEMETERY

FLORA AND NERVE CENTER
OF THE URBAN HISTORY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The Old Cemetery, opened in 1832 to replace

a document dating from the year 977, appears
to be derived from the word ‘Ouenbach’, perhaps referring to the character of the landscape
in terms of its former flora. JULIA BÜNNAGEL,

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

when the Old Cemetery opened and it was left
untouched until 1864 when the last remaining
gravestones were moved to the new Old Cemetery. It is a little known fact however, that numerous graves still remain under the pavement
of the Wilhelmsplatz. The reason for this is because only those graves were transferred where
the families arranged for the transfer to occur,
all others remained. During the restoration of
the Wilhelmsplatz the grave of Anna Agatha
Arnoldina Maria Taets van Amerongen (c.17911807) was discovered and she was reburied in
the Old Cemetery in 2009. GEHEIMAGENTUR,

FABRIZIO PREVEDELLO, THOMAS RENTMEISTER

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

02
WILHELMSPLATZ

BENEATH THE STONES
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Today’s Wilhelmsplatz is predominantly characterized by the market held three times a week
and by the local gastronomy; it has served as a
market place since approximately 1903. Before
the city expanded towards the east, apartment
houses framed the original city cemetery, the
origin of which allegedly goes back to c. 1700.
Funeral services ceased at the former cemetery

03
PLATZ DES 8. MAI 1945
( PLAZA OF THE 8TH
OF MAY 1945)
FORECOURT GERMAN
LEATHER MUSEUM
(DLM DEUTSCHES
LEDERMUSEUM)

MERCANTILE OCCURRENCES,
DARK CHAPTER AND CULTURE
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The main building of the present German Leather Museum was originally conceived as a warehouse facility for the Offenbach fair, it consisted
initially of sales booths erected along the street.
Between the years of 1929 and 1836, because
the city of Frankfurt had not joined the Gen-

JOCHEM HENDRICKS, MICHAEL ZHENG

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

eral Traffic Union (Allgemeiner Zollverein),
the Offenbach fair often surpassed that of the
traditional Frankfurt fair, but when Frankfurt
joined the Traffic Union in 1836, most traders
returned. In 1938, the building was reopened as
a representative museum designed by the director of the Leather Museum and of the former
German Trade Master School (now University
of Art and Design in Offenbach am Main) Prof.
Hugo Eberhardt. The Plaza is not only the forecourt of the museum but foremost a place dedicated to reflection on the end of WWII and the
crimes of the National Socialists. Immediately
adjacent to the museum is the modern building
of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
which stands on the site of the former Gestapo
headquarters. MARC ASCHENBRENNER
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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04
DREIEICHPARK
(THREE OAKS PARK)

BOURGEOIS SELF-UNDERSTANDING
AND INDUSTRIALIZATION
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Originally called Grenzpark (in accordance with
Frankfurt’s century-old city border), the present day’s appearance of the park goes back to
the 2nd Hessian State Trade Exhibition (2nd
Hessische Landes-Gewerbeausstellung) of 1879.
Two architecturally experimental objects made
of concrete with a surprisingly contemporary
aesthetic are now landmarked and under historic preservation. Built as presentation objects
by the Offenbach Cement Factory ‘Feege und
Gotthard’ they are not only Germany’s oldest

concrete structures but are among the first examples of their kind worldwide. After the dismantling of the exhibition halls, the Three Oaks
Park was converted into the city’s first public
park. The course of the old border brook, the
pond from which it flows was originally called
Biebelstrift, can still be retraced in the park.
The pond and its watercourse in the Three
Oaks Park are still fed by the drain off water of
the Buchrainweiher situated in the Offenbacher
City Forest (Stadtwald). GEREON KREBBER, ELSA
TOMKOWIAK

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

05
BORDER STONE

THE PERPETUAL BORDER AND
THE WATERS THAT RAN DRY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Unnoticed by pedestrians, a small depression
overgrown by weeds holds a historical feature.
Embedded in a small bridge is an inconspicuous
square of sandstone which has visually marked
the unchanged border between Offenbach and
Frankfurt since the time of the Franks. In the
meantime, this historical relic has in the common perception shifted in its purpose from
historical state border marker to that of the
present tariff limit of local public transportation. The border marker allegedly originated in
post-Napoleonic times and shows a crest bearing the crown and shield of the Principality of
Isenburg on the Offenbach side and a crowned
lion on the Frankfurt side both of which are now
barely discernable. Although the small brook
no longer flows continually it is still an offshoot
of the Dreieich pond and is fed from the same
watercourse. Its path to the River Main can
no longer be retraced but it serves as an ex-

emplary confirmation of the former existence
of numerous watercourses that once permeated
Offenbach’s entire urban area and are now either no longer visible or have ceased to exist.
Furthermore, it is an indicator of how much
Offenbach’s flora has changed in the course of
the industrialization process and the resulting
spatial expansion. LUKA FINEISEN
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

06
PLAYGROUND
(Corner Hermann-, Schäfer- & Christian-Pleß Street)

OUTSIDE THE GATES
AND AT CENTER
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Until 1827, Offenbach’s execution site with a
gallows consisting of three stone pillars and a
connecting beam was located here. Once the

site was referred to locally as ‘in the swamps’
because of the natural soil condition and until
the beginning of the 19th century it was still
located outside the city gates. Today this part of
the Senefelder Quarter belongs to the inner city
core and is now a playground; the last execution was held there in 1812, and nothing today
remains to indicate its former purpose. After
1864, the adjoining Schäfer Street was projected as an extension of the Kanal-/Darmstädter
Street and construction began in 1876. The
old execution place, popularly known as ‘Raven
Stone’ which in part refers to the special construction of the gallows, was never built upon.
After dismantling, the remains of the gallows
were auctioned off and the beams used for the
construction of the rear building in the Geleit
Street 30, which no longer exists. When the
execution place was decommissioned, wooden
splinters and other remnants of the gallows were

TWELVE PERSPECTIVES
– HIDDEN VIEW

The exhibition Hidden View presents twelve international artists, who through their site-specific works direct the attention intentionally on the
hidden, forgotten, and inconspicuous sides of
the urban space of the city Offenbach am Main.
Installations, sculptures, and performances in
six specifically selected locations in the public
space reflect the transitory change in urbanism
and sharpen the view for both one’s own immediate surroundings and the silent particularities
of the city.
The unknown in the familiar is point of departure of this exhibition at the center of which

stands the comprehension of the city space as
a living organism that underlies everlasting
change. Invisible in the very act of viewing,
socio-economic changes are perceived from a
temporal distance through the familiar view on
the city. At the same time, however, they can
be erased from or overwritten by the general
awareness and form a kind of unconscious urban memory. The apparent banality of public
places without visible landmarks, embedded in
the collective awareness merely through their
present function, reveal their particularities and
historical relevance often only through meticulous research. Hidden View plays with the as-

pect of temporality as an important seismograph
of the perception of a city. Both the optical and
contextual significance of locations and spaces
underlies continuous transformation through
which that which is known transforms into that
which is unknown and the new develops into the
familiar.
The exhibition follows intentionally no defined
route and can therefore be experienced individually.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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collected in the belief that they had talismanic
properties. JANA MÜLLER
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
ALONG THE ROUTE KATIE HOLTEN
OLD CEMETERY JULIA BÜNNAGEL,
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HIDDEN VIEW

ARTISTS
OF THE EXHIBITION
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

KATIE HOLTEN

ALONG THE ROUTE
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Under the watchful eyes of the citizens of Offenbach, Katie Holten developed in the public space a walking trail marked by forty signs
which connects all six locations of Hidden View
while at the same time, opening new ways into
the city. Departing from the results of typical
internet search hits for #OffenbachAmMain,
which largely consist of selfies from which she
extracted one eye in each case, the artist creates
a direct human visual aid which, in the form of a
drawn tour guide leads visitors through the city
in a site-specific continuation of her conceptual
involvement with nature and man. The order,
which seemingly evolves via the signposts, has
a suggestion of being an official route which
nevertheless ultimately fails to lead anywhere,
doubling back on itself as it were, playing on the
irony of the laws of transit movement.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

possibilities using new building materials that
project their own aesthetic onto the sculptural
object, which in turn reflects the space created for it. Through the inclusion of the existing
fountain construction and its artistic expansion
Krebber presents the beauty of existing building
materials and lets the simple cylindrical form for
his object’s base emerge from the shadow of its
functionality.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

04
ELSA TOMKOWIAK

DREIEICHPARK
(THREE OAKS PARC)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Like a colorful carpet Elsa Tomkowiak’s work
spreads across the water of the pond in the
Three Oaks Park (Dreieichpark). The soft
movements of the water transform the uniform
acrylic spheres into an amorphous sculpture,
which like a new species of plants, has spread
out over the surface of the small pond, associations with a carpet of water lilies emerge.
Depending on the time of day and the viewer’s
perspective, the water sculpture’s colors meld
into the immediate surroundings and through
the refraction of light dissolve into explosions
of artificial color on the crystalline surface of
the water. The artist picks up on the fact of how
the artificial origin of the park, over multiple
transformations, is amidst such profuse nature,
often forgotten.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

05
LUKA FINEISEN

BORDERSTONE
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The point of departure for Luka Fineisen’s
conceptual work is situated in a small area, the

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

01
JULIA BÜNNAGEL

OLD CEMETERY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Black glass panels in precise perfectionist highgloss aesthetics line the walkways of the old cemetery, making a stark contrast as new discrete
markings with the familiar aesthetic of stone
and marble grave stones. The reflecting surfaces
function as poetic mirrors in which nature and
the passing of clouds are reflected. Their size
comparable to that of a tombstone, the artist
acknowledges the local funeral traditions while
opening a space of meaning on a symbolic level that reaches deeply into the cultural history. Bünnagel plays with the mirror’s canon of
meaning as both portal into another world and
baroque symbol of eternity, connecting these
implicit references of her objects subtly with
the concrete site for which they were developed.
The reflections of the continuous changes in the
sky and nature are at the same time sensitive
reflections of temporality and change.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

01
FABRIZIO PREVEDELLO

OLD CEMETERY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Monumental and yet fragile in its delicate structure, Fabrizio Prevedello’s iron sculpture scales
an interior wall of the Old Cemetery which is
protected as an historic monument. The metal
parts resemble a ladder appearing to rise directly from the earth, disappearing back into the
ground on the wall’s far side. The patina of the
stylized rungs and the work’s organic connection with the ground cause it to appear as old as
the cemetery itself. In the eyes of the viewer, the

hardly visible yet official border between two
functionally independent areas of jurisdiction.
A seemingly non-functional pool on the Frankfurt side in bright turquois forms the visual base
for the three-dimensional drawings from floral
(tree) branches on the Offenbach side. Along
the depression, following the direction of the
flow of the former border river, which today
runs mostly underground, an artificial-organic
object, visible from a distance, picks up and
continues the color of the pool. The obvious
montage of the objects stands in assumed contrast to the location’s natural vegetation causing
the viewer to forget that this piece of nature was
also created by human hand. Fineisen plays with
the juxtaposition of the visible and invisible creating an optical bridge between two separated
areas the crossing of which passer-bys usually
fail even to notice.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

irregularly spaced rungs merge with the texture
of the stone wall and appear as a symbol of an
individual (life) path the origin and conclusion
of which are undetermined. In the context of
its surroundings, the object alternates between
an individually designed grave and a symbolic
monument.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

01
THOMAS RENTMEISTER

OLD CEMETERY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Thomas Rentmeister’s objects made of bandage like white gauze seem organic and appear
to the viewer like writhing worms on the rusted
iron frame of an old bicycle rack. The austere
white of the sculptural ensemble reinforces
the enchanted aura around the small, severely
weathered garden cottage in the Old Cemetery.
An equal counterpart is found in the cottage
interior where newly refinished wall surfaces in
front of which the artist places a work, gleam.
As with the exterior, pieces not intended as art
combine with lavish design elements. Individual artworks and their immediate surroundings
become as one unit while the architecture transforms into an historical stage in which the contemporary is also inextricably set. This form of
transfer, which creates a new context of meaning, transforms the small piece of land into a
search image that by subtle nuances, sharpens
and sensitizes the perception of the surroundings.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

02
JOCHEM HENDRICKS

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

02
MICHAEL ZHENG

WILHELMSPLATZ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The portal into another world, through which
access to another time or reality level opens, is
an element of many stories. With a declamatory recitation of names taken from the historical registers of the city of Offenbach, Michael
Zheng opens a window into the city’s past. Inspired by a dialog from Lewis Carroll’s novel
“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” in which
the young protagonist slips through a hole into
a parallel world, where the natural physical laws
are not subject to the same restrictions of those
in the world she had left, the viewer poses the
question: what lies hidden under the pavement
of Wilhelmsplatz. A visibly distinguished cuboid
form on the floor is confronted with an imaginative meaning. When the irritation in response
to the unexpected voices from under the earth
subsides, an honorable judge appears before the
inner eye, who in a commanding and portentous
voice proclaims the names watching a girl dancing in a state of abstracted reverie across Wilhelmsplatz, seemingly drawn toward the path to
another plane.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Aschenbrenner’s installation reflects the minimal conditions necessary to live. Embedded in a
lattice-like net of straps, he stretches a colorful
piece of fabric. In some parts, the textile elements combine to form a geometrically homogeneous surface, while in other parts they seem
to have fallen through the grid, alluding to the
loss of shelter caused by war, a topic of acute
timeliness in view of the waves of refugees and
displaced people. Aschenbrenner’s installation
symbolizes the sensitivity and fragility of social
cohabitation and cohesion which can swiftly
change from a stable situation into its opposite.
In a performance, the artist navigates through
the grid between construction and dissolution,
winding himself physically through the cuboid
shapes formed by the straps, which in their construction provide both support and loopholes.
Layers in a bodysuit designed and worn by the
artist contains paint which seeps out of small
holes in the suit as the artist progresses through
the work, his body thereby leaving traces of
color as a visible mark of that which has been
lost.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

WILHELMSPLATZ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Time is money – the artist collective Geheim-

WILHELMSPLATZ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Almost casually, Jochem Hendricks’ work fits
into the familiar image of rows of parked cars
on Wilhelmsplatz. Despite its anonymous integration into the immediate surroundings, an
initially intangible unease emanates from one
small car at the edge of the parking area. While
the vehicle’s exterior is inconspicuous, a closer examination shows that its interior is filled
with a yellow semi-transparent liquid, through
which the interior fittings, steering wheel, seats,
gearshift, etc., can be seen as if through a haze.
With his work, Jochem Hendricks connects to
the region’s (historical) social-economic features
as the production place for automobile parts, in
this instance filling the interior of the car for
this purpose completely with beer. The artist reflects with soft humor mercantile change in the
urban space, pointing out the city’s image with
its far-reaching characteristics resulting from its
economic development and its architectural as
well as structural manifestations.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

HIDDEN VIEW

HIDDEN VIEW

02
GEHEIMAGENTUR

03
MARC ASCHENBRENNER

( PLAZA OF THE 8TH OF MAY 1945)
FORECOURT GERMAN
LEATHER MUSEUM
(DLM DEUTSCHES LEDERMUSEUM)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
What is required to live? Inspired by the name
Plaza of the 8th of May 1945 – the day of
the liberation from the Nazi regime – Marc

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

04
GEREON KREBBER

DREIEICHPARK
(THREE OAKS PARC)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The black mass seems to have attached itself
like a huge, living organism striving to subsist
on the fountain’s circular concrete rim in the
center of the Three Oaks Park (Dreieich Park).
What seems like a parasitic appropriation is actually the sculptural play of the artist Gereon
Krebber, whose work makes reference to two
concrete structures within the Three Oaks
Park, which are the oldest of such structures in
Germany and are among the first examples of
their kind in the world. The artist condenses the

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

KATIE HOLTEN
ALONG THE ROUTE
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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03

JANA MÜLLER

PLAYGROUND
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
From the branches of the trees in the playground of the Senefelder Quarter printed tarpaulins of the type commonly used on trucks,
cascade to the floor. In the entwined folds Jana
Müller takes photographs which visually pick up
on the site’s former purpose as a place of execution. Like archeological finds, the folds of the
individual tarps are not immediately seen in their
entirety, but further examination of their overall combination, reveals a specific story. After
the demolition of the gallows, oral tradition and
rumor suggests that people collected splinters
of wood in the belief that they were endowed
with talismanic properties. This developed into
a profitable business and in shops local to the
area small bags containing such found objects
can be bought.

agentur reverses this seemingly generally valid
saying founding the Agency for Wasting Time
for both the visitors and the Offenbach society.
The agency’s special feature: It provides instructions on how to waste one’s precious time.
Immediately following or later the ritual can be
repeated independently in the agency’s rooms
at any time. References to gentlemen smoking
cigars from Michael Ende’s novel “Momo” appear in one’s mind when the agency’s founders
lure people to relieve them of their – precious
– time, using the fleeting character of time as
the means for transformation to express its humorous-critical view on social change and moral
values.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

MARC ASCHENBRENNER
PLAZA OF THE 8TH OF MAY 1945
FORECOURT GERMAN
LEATHER MUSEUM

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

GEREON KREBBER

04 ELSA TOMKOWIAK
THREE OAKS PARK

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

05

LUKA FINEISEN
BORDERSTONE

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

AMT FÜR KULTURUND SPORTMANAGEMENT
ABTEILUNG
KULTURMANAGEMENT
DIVISION OF CULTURAL
MANAGEMENT
Herrnstraße 61
D – 63065 Offenbach am Main
+49 (0)69 8065 2360
kultur@offenbach.de
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OPENING HOURS
OLD CEMETERY
7am - 8pm
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

DIRECTIONS

S-BAHN STATIONS
Kaiserlei, Ledermuseum, Marktplatz, Ost:
S 1, S 2, S 8, S 9
TRAM STATIONS
Stadtgrenze Tram 16, Bus 103, Bus 120

JANA MÜLLER
PLAYGROUND

OFFENBACH MAIN STATION
DB Regionalverkehr
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